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Introduction 

The main aim of this booklet is to exemplify standards for those teaching Cambridge International AS & A 
Level Global Perspectives and Research (9239), and to show how different levels of candidates’ 
performance relate to the subject’s curriculum and assessment objectives.  

In this booklet candidate responses have been chosen to exemplify a range of answers. Each response is 
accompanied by a brief commentary explaining the strengths and weaknesses of the answers.  

For ease of reference the following format for each component has been adopted: 

Question 

Mark scheme 

Example candidate 
response 

Examiner comment 

Each question is followed by an extract of the mark scheme used by examiners. This, in turn, is followed by 
examples of marked candidate responses, each with an examiner comment on performance. Comments are 
given to indicate where and why marks were awarded, and how additional marks could have been obtained. 
In this way, it is possible to understand what candidates have done to gain their marks and what they still 
have to do to improve their marks. 

This document illustrates the standard of candidate work for those parts of the assessment which help 
teachers assess what is required to achieve marks beyond what should be clear from the mark scheme. 
Some question types where the answer is clear from the mark scheme, such as short answers and multiple 
choice, have therefore been omitted.  

Past papers, Examiner Reports and other teacher support materials are available on the School Support Hub
at www.cambridgeinternational.org/support

Cambridge International AS & A Level Global Perspectives and Research 9239

https://teachers.cie.org.uk/
www.cambridgeinternational.org/support
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Assessment at a glance 

Teachers are reminded that the latest syllabus is available on our public website at 
www.cambridgeinternational.org and the School Support Hub at www.cambridgeinternational.org/
support

https://teachers.cie.org.uk/login_form?came_from=https%3A//teachers.cie.org.uk/index_html
www.cambridgeinternational.org/support
www.cambridgeinternational.org
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Component 1 – Written examination 

Question 1 

Resource Booklet is available on the School Support 
Hub at www.cambridgeinternational.org/support

Mark scheme 

https://teachers.cie.org.uk/
www.cambridgeinternational.org/support
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Mark scheme, continued 
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Example candidate response – high 

Examiner comment – high 

In part (a) the candidate correctly and succinctly identified exercise and moderation as two ways the author 
suggests people can control their own weight.  

In part (b) the candidate explained and developed the two points identified in part (a). A successful blend of 
selective quotations from Document 1 and personal reflection gave a clear answer. For exercise, the 
candidate explained the amount needed was excessively high supported by the need to walk 4.5 miles to 
burn off a large sugary drink. For moderation, the link was made between industrial foods containing sugar, 
salts and fats being addictive and so driving overeating.  

Overall, the candidate addressed all aspects of the question in a clear, concise and supported way. 

Mark awarded for part (a) = 2 out of 2 
Mark awarded for part (b) = 4 out of 4 

Total mark awarded = 6 out of 6 
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Example candidate response – middle 

Examiner comment – middle 

In part (a) the candidate correctly identified exercise and moderation as two ways the author suggests 
people can control their own weight. The direct quotations from Document 1 are acceptable as the question 
asks the candidate to identify two ways.  

In part (b) the candidate quotes information from Document 1 highlighting the amount of exercise needed. 
The simple quotation that “it requires 4.5 miles to burn off a can of soda” showed understanding and could 
have been developed to explain why this would be too much for most people to do. For moderation, links 
were made to the addictive nature of substances in some drinks and that of fat and salts. The difficulty in 
moderating intake because of this addiction was recognised showing a development of the initial statement. 

Mark awarded for part (a) = 2 out of 2 
Mark awarded for part (b) = 3 out of 4 

Total mark awarded = 5 out of 6 
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Example candidate response – low 

Examiner comment – low 

In part (a) the candidate concisely identified exercise and moderation as two ways that the food industry 
stated in Document 1 that people can control their own weight.  

In part (b) the candidate focused on the information in Document 1 and selected appropriate quotes that 
showed partial explanation of why the ways identified in part (a) would not work. Each aspect would have 
benefitted from some personal reflection to clarify further. For moderation, adding an explanation that 
addiction would not stop people cutting back would have enhanced the answer. For exercise, emphasising 
the excessive amounts needed would also have been beneficial.  

Mark awarded for part (a) = 2 out of 2 
Mark awarded for part (b) = 2 out of 4 

Total mark awarded = 4 out of 6 
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Question 2 

Mark scheme 
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Mark scheme, continued 
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Mark scheme, continued 
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Example candidate response – high 
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Example candidate response – high, continued 
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Example candidate response – high, continued 

Examiner comment – high 

The key part of the question is “How convincing is the evidence....”. The candidate clearly understood the 
term evidence and concentrated on this aspect throughout giving a good balance of its strengths and 
weaknesses. When looking at the reliability of the evidence concerning diet drinks the candidate successfully 
developed the basic statements of “a fourteen year study” and “66188 women” to explain the strength of the 
research practice in terms of the length and sample size. The candidate took this to a higher level by 
recognising the weakness of only studying one gender and how this lacked cross-referencing to men. This 
could have been enhanced by recognising that results based on rats may not have applied equally to 
humans. The continued use of data quoted from the document was helpful (animals showing a 14% increase 
in body fat). The final section identified a credible source of evidence and gave a clear judgment as to the 
strength of the evidence.  

Total mark awarded = 7 out of 10 
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Example candidate response – middle 

Examiner comment – middle 

The candidate gave a concise answer that concentrated on the evidence. Reference to the length of the 
study and being based only on women was clearly made. Although no data was quoted to support these 
statements, the candidate explained the weakness of an outcome that did not include men and did not 
recognise the limitations of conclusions based on rats. The use of selective quotes from the document, 
analysis of the credibility and origin of the data, and a conclusion or judgement would have enhanced the 
answer.  

Total mark awarded = 5 out of 10 
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Example candidate response – low 

Examiner comment – low 

The first part of the answer basically addresses the soft drinks evidence and includes some quoted data from 
the document. The candidate has identified and questioned the credibility of the all-female data with the 
quote “… but what about the men”. The assessment of the evidence was simplistic and would have 
benefited from wider analysis of the origins and credibility of the evidence used. For example recognition that 
the author only gave one source of evidence would have enhanced the analysis. The second part of the 
answer (“The argument is written in the first person….”) moves from evidence to argument which deviated 
from the question. It is important that the candidate carefully reads and understands the requirements of the 
trigger [command] words (in this case: “How convincing” and “evidence”) in the question. 

Total mark awarded = 3 out of 10 
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Question 3 

Mark scheme 
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Mark scheme, continued 
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Mark scheme, continued 
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Example candidate response – high 
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Example candidate response – high, continued 
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Example candidate response – high, continued 

Examiner comment – high 

The candidate showed a clear understanding of the term “argument” in the question and evaluated and 
explained the differences and similarities of the two documents. Taking the approach of evaluating aspects 
of the argument for each document step by step was successful and taken significantly beyond just direct 
comparison. The opening paragraph relates directly to the wider global perspectives found in Document 2 
which sets up the subsequent argument very well. Short, focused quotations from the documents were used 
to illustrate the points made; this was a particular strength. There was appropriate evaluation of the reasons 
for a lack of data and statistics in Document 2 compared to Document 1. The candidate recognised that 
Document 2 was the transcript of a speech while Document 1 was described as “propaganda”. The style of 
the argument and the language used is relevant to this question. The candidate’s opinion was given in the 
final summary with some justification given. In this case there was no direct evaluation of the credibility and 
source of the documents; this would have provided a stronger context for the answer. The candidate 
identified the differences in solutions put forward by the two authors as part of the introduction. More detailed 
reference to this as part of the justification of the relative strengths would have enhanced the answer.  

Total mark awarded = 10 out of 14 
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Example candidate response – middle 
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Example candidate response – middle, continued 
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Example candidate response – middle, continued 

Examiner comment – middle 

The candidate shows a clear understanding of the term “argument” in the question and completed some 
evaluation of the points put forward by each author. It is recognised that Document 2 looks more widely at 
political, economic and global perspectives and the candidate provides extended quotes or references to 
support this. The comparison with Document 1 is limited to the idea of it being a rant about all companies 
and areas. Developing an evaluative comparison between this aspect in the two documents would have 
significantly enhanced the answer. There is appropriate and extensive reference to some of the sources of 
the evidence and the quality of the data used showing good interpretative skills. Evaluating the differences 
rather than stating them would have significantly enhanced the answer. The summary provides a good 
justification for the strength of Document 2 and a passing reference to the weakness of Document 1. Overall, 
a more balanced approach to the two documents would have helped evaluate their relative strengths.  

Total mark awarded = 7 out of 14 
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Example candidate response – low 
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Example candidate response – low, continued 

Examiner comment – low 

There is some understanding of the idea of argument. The candidate is able to identify and state indicators 
that support the strength of argument, e.g. the fact that Document 2 is a speech, Document 2 has a counter-
argument, and Document 1 uses more statistics. There is also a hint towards the more global significance of 
Document 2. Both documents are assessed as credible as they are written by doctors. These statements 
give an indication of the argument but greater development, explanation and evaluation of the differences 
would have significantly enhanced the answer. The final summary relies on unsupported assertion rather 
than evaluation to justify the greater strength of Document 2.  

Total mark awarded = 5 out of 14 
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